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Surrender to destiny: a window to the heart opens, when one door closes.To follow the heart or the

headâ€”torn between two menâ€”which future will Lady Margaret choose? Profoundly romantic and

superbly riveting, The English Proposal explores the conflict between fulfilling duties and satiating

desires. The English Proposal (Book 1). Sheltered on her familyâ€™s country estate, Lady

Margaret, the daughter of an English Earl, is betrothed due to a family promise. Although Henry, the

Viscount Rolantry, has been her best friend since childhood and she is expected to marry him, she

never felt butterflies until she meets the Duke of Witherton. Against her fatherâ€™s wishes,

Margaret finds herself captivated by the forbidden duke. Caught between family loyalty and her own

wishes, Margaret searches for a way to satisfy both her responsibilities and her longings. When

tragedy strikes, Margaret finds herself seeking answers at church. But when she finally makes her

choice, through her newfound faith, will she be able to live with the repercussions of her decision?

Window to the Heart Saga: a recountal of the epic journey of Lady Margaret, a young English

noblewoman, who through many trials, obstacles, and tragedies, discovers her own inner strength,

the sustaining force of faith in God, and the power of family and friends. In this three-part series,

experience new places and cultures as the heroine travels from England to France and completes

her adventures in America. The series has compelling themes of love, loss, faith and hope with a

exceptionally gratifying conclusion.FYI: though a clean read, there are sensitive topics discussed

and events which occur in this book. For details regarding the content, please feel free to contact

the author.â€©Window to the Heart SagaBook 1: The English ProposalBook 2: The French

EncounterBook 3: The American ConquestReleasing in May-June-July 2017â€©
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If you love English 1800 classics like Pride and Prejudice, Great Expectations or Jane Eyre, you'll

love this novel! It captures you within the first few pages and does not have the clichÃ© turns in a

novel. Through the challenges, there is also a theme of hope that keeps rising. Highly

recommended read that will make you not want to put it down!

If you are looking for the typical historical romance, this is not it. The story starts out in the traditional

way, with the beautiful young heroine forced to choose between two rich, handsome suitors. There

are the usual conflicts and setbacks along the way, but when the story seems to be leading up to

"happily ever after", it takes a dark, unexpected turn. If I did not know that the story continues in the

next book, so there is still hope for a happier ending, I would have put this book down extremely

depressed. As it is, the characters and storyline are gripping enough that I bought the second book

in the series as soon as I finished this one.Other thoughts: The protagonist, Margaret, is extremely

young, sixteen years old, but this is definitely not a book for young adults because much of the

subject matter is mature, although it is dealt with discreetly. There is a strong spiritual undertone in

the book, and while it is not "preachy", the author leaves no confusion as to where she stands on

salvation through Jesus Christ.

From the first moment to the last sentence, I found author Jenna Brandt's 'The English Proposal'

such a multilayered, intriguing novel that I devoured this talented author debut work! This first book

in the 'Window to the Heart Saga' was so compelling a read that I bought second book in the

Window to the Heart Saga titled The French Encounter and look forward to completing this review

so I find out what befalls Lady Margaret whom I fell in love with while reading the first of these

Historical Christian Romances.If you're looking for a read that will transport you to another time, a



read where characters become more than they thought they could be when they give their lives to

Christ, then add author Jenna Brandt's books to your Must-Read List!Paula Rose Michelson writes

Inspirational Christian Romance, Psychological Suspense Thrillers, Nonfiction, Self-help, and works

to encourage. Her Kindle eBooks & Paperbacks are available on .

LOVED this book. I got hooked on it and was done in about 6 hours. There is love in the book, real

love.I enjoyed reading how the relationships blossomed. The intimate scenes were just that, very

private and well written. Even though there aren't details during those scenes, the author was good

at showing the depth of feeling the characters had for each other and letting your imagination work.

The Christian vibe in the book is a nice change for this genre.It would be suitable for a preteen.

There was just enough intrigue to keep you hanging on. Wonderful read. Can hardly wait for the

next book!

I'm not usually a historical romance reader, but I was asked to read this by a friend. I'm glad I did. I

was bothered by Margaret's apparent transformation of heart after one night with her husband, but

overall the book was well written and sweet. It does not have a happy ending, so you should be

prepared for that, but the author has three books in the series and I believe there will be a happy

ever after in the end.

I loved this novel! It was refreshing to read a historical romance that did not make me blush and I

would never be embarrassed to have it found in my home! So many historical romances are too

raunchy to keep in your home to be accidentally found by children and grandchildren. I am

anxiously awaiting the arrival of the second installment in the series! Only one week to go ...

This is a wonderful series that you are not going to want to put down. Once you think all the twists

are over, another one occurs. Jenna captures the era that the series is in perfectly!!

I loved reading this book! It's a wonderful romance novel set back in time in England. One of the

things I liked best about it was the author did a great job portraying the characters in a realistic

manner. The many unexpected twists and turns she portrayed for Lady Margaret and those she

loves definitely captured my undivided attention. I am looking forward to reading Part 2 of the series

regarding Lady Margaret. I would definitely recommend this book!!!!
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